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We investigated the fragmentation dynamics of highly excited states of molecular oxygen using femtosecond
transient photoelectron spectroscopy. An extreme ultraviolet (XUV) pulse populates the autoionizing Rydberg
series converging to O2

+ c 4�−
u , and a femtosecond near-infrared (IR) pulse was used to photoionize these states

as they dissociate. Monitoring the differential photoelectron spectra as a function of time delay allowed us to
obtain the relaxation lifetimes of these Rydberg states. We observed a photoelectron signal corresponding to
the formation of a 4p excited atomic oxygen fragment, which is not an expected dissociation product of the
(O2

+ c 4�−
u )nlσg Rydberg series. Analysis of the time-dependent photoelectron spectra and photoionization cal-

culations indicate that this fragment results from a previously unexplored (O2
+ 4�g)4p repulsive state and that,

contrary to expectations, this multielectron excitation pathway presents a substantial cross section. Our study
demonstrates that two-color time-resolved differential photoelectron spectroscopy is an excellent tool to study
the fragmentation dynamics of such multielectron excited states, which are not easily probed by other means.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.99.063403

I. INTRODUCTION

Highly excited molecular states, formed through the inter-
action of XUV radiation with small molecules [1,2], play an
important role in many physical and chemical phenomena.
Examples include solar radiation induced photochemistry of
planetary atmospheres [3], the radiation damage of DNA [4],
and dissociative recombination of electrons with molecular
ions in the interstellar medium [5]. It is well known that
single excitations of valence or inner valence electrons to
Rydberg molecular orbitals form neutral states that lie above
the ionization threshold [6]. Energetically, these states lie
above several excited states of the molecular ion into which
they can decay through autoionization [7]. These states also
exhibit strong configuration mixing and coupled electronic
and nuclear motions, which can result in ultrafast dissociation
into excited neutral fragments [8]. However, little is known
about the dynamics of neutral states formed through mul-
tielectron excitations, which typically present a featureless
photoabsorption spectra due to their highly repulsive nature
and extremely fast fragmentation dynamics.

High-harmonic generation (HHG) can produce photons in
the energy range from 10’s to 100’s eV with femtosecond
(10−15 s) and attosecond (10−18 s) pulse durations [9] to
coherently prepare, probe, and control ultrafast dynamics of
the highly excited molecules. Combined with time-delayed
near infrared (NIR) or visible laser pulses, pump-probe spec-
troscopy schemes can be used to investigate electron and
nuclear dynamics in atoms and molecules [10–15]. In this
paper we employ transient photoelectron spectroscopy to gain
new insights into the fragmentation dynamics of single and
multielectron excited neutral states in oxygen.

*asandhu@email.arizona.edu

Previous ultrafast pump-probe studies have employed
XUV photons in the energy range of 23–25 eV to explore the
dynamics of singly excited neutral states of O2 using pump-
probe velocity map imaging (VMI) [16,17] and attosecond
transient absorption [18]. The excited ionic state c 4�−

u of
the oxygen molecule is formed with the ionization of a 2σu

electron. Excitation, rather than ionization, of this electron
results in the neutral autoionizing Rydberg series converging
to the c 4�−

u state: O2(O2
+ c 4�−

u )nlσg
3�−

u , abbreviated
hereafter as simply nlσg.

Codling and Madden [19] identified two such series in
the static XUV photoabsorption spectrum, which have been
categorized as nsσg and ndσg. A weaker ndπg series has
been reported in [18,20]. The properties of the nsσg and
ndσg series have been studied extensively using synchrotron
radiation in photoionization efficiency experiments [21,22],
threshold photoelectron-photoion coincidence [23–26],
photoionization mass spectrometry [27,28], photoelectron
spectroscopy [29,30], photon-induced fluorescence spec-
troscopy [31–35], threshold electron spectroscopy [36], vector
correlation experiments [37], neutral particle detection [38],
photoelectron-photoion coincidence imaging [39], and
numerous theoretical efforts [20,40,41]. Furthermore, electron
impact studies [42,43] have been used to access optically
forbidden series 2σ−1

u (c 4�−
u )npσu

3�−
g , which are not

observed in XUV photoexcitation or photoionization studies.
In the ion-core approximation [44], the potential energy

curves for Rydberg states are generally very well approxi-
mated as curves parallel to the ionic c 4�−

u state (Fig. 1).
Therefore, rotational and vibrational spectra as well as the
dissociation dynamics of the Rydberg states closely mimic
that of the ionic c 4�−

u state. Two vibrational levels bound in
the nlσg states have been observed, namely v = 0 and v = 1.
As shown in Fig. 1, the v = 1 level is bound by a small
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FIG. 1. Sketch showing excited ionic states c 4�−
u and b 4�−

g of
the O2 molecule. The neutral nlσg Rydberg state associated with
the c 4�−

u ionic state contains two vibrational levels, and exhibits
autoionization to b 4�−

g state and simultaneous dissociation to the
neutral Rydberg fragments, with time scales τa and τd , respectively.
A single IR photon is used to ionize the Rydberg state in the
molecular or atomic regime as a function of the time delay (τ ),
and the electron kinetic energy (KE) is recorded. The dissociation
pathway forming [O+(4S)]nl 3(S, D) + O(1D) atoms corresponds to
the ionic L2 limit, while [O+(4S)]nl 3(S, D) + O(3P) represents the
L1 ionic limit.

potential barrier and it dissociates quickly via quantum tun-
neling with a lifetime of ∼70 fs [44,45] to the adiabatic (L2)
limit, O+(4S)nl + O(1D). The v = 0 state, however, cannot

efficiently tunnel through the potential barrier and has a much
longer dissociation lifetime, approximately 1100 fs [16]. Dis-
sociation for this vibrational state leads to both the L2 limit,
via tunneling and possible curve crossings, and to the L1
limit, O+(4S)nl + O(3P), via spin-orbit coupling [23]. The
nlσg Rydberg states also exhibit fast autoionization which
competes with neutral dissociation. The autoionization time
scale for some of the Rydberg levels have been directly
measured [16] to be in the 10’s to 100’s of femtoseconds, with
longer lifetimes corresponding to a larger effective quantum
number of Rydberg states. Comparable autoionization and
dissociation rates imply that for the v = 1 Rydberg states
both autoionization and neutral dissociation are important
decay mechanisms, whereas the v = 0 Rydberg states mostly
autoionize to low lying ionic states with only a small fraction
undergoing dissociation.

Neutral dissociation separates the molecule into two atoms,
one of which is in an atomic Rydberg state. The exact products
of the Rydberg dissociation are relatively simple to enumerate,
and can be explained as conservation of an effective principal
quantum number. As put forth in Liebel et al. [34], the
nsσg states dissociate into atomic (4S)(n − 1)d 3DJ and ns 3S1

states while the ndσg states dissociate into atomic (4S)(n +
1)s 3S1 and (4S)nd 3DJ states.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A laser amplifier in our experimental setup produces a
35 fs, 1.8 mJ, IR laser pulse centered at 780 nm which was
passed through a beam splitter as shown in Fig. 2(a). The

(a)

(b)

FIG. 2. (a) Schematic of the pump-probe experiment showing an XUV beamline consisting of an HHG gas cell, routing optics, and a
perforated mirror to recombine the time-delayed IR beam. The XUV and IR pulses are focused into a velocity map imaging setup. (b) Electron
spectra produced by angular integration of the reconstructed VMI images for XUV only case (dashed line) and the XUV+IR case at zero time
delay (solid line). Subtraction of these data sets yields differential spectra that emphasize the IR induced changes at zero delay, and for delays
�50 fs (area plots).

063403-2
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transmitted beam is focused with a 50 cm mirror into a Xe gas
cell where it generates an XUV attosecond pulse train (APT)
through HHG. The XUV spectrum predominantly consists
of 13th, 15th, and 17th harmonics, and the 15th harmonic
is centered at 23.8 eV with a full width half maximum
bandwidth of ∼0.6 eV. A toroidal mirror at grazing incidence
is set up in a 2 f -2 f geometry to image the XUV source
into the velocity map imaging (VMI) chamber. The reflected
portion of the IR laser pulse is time delayed and a perforated
mirror that allows the XUV beam to go through is used to
recombine the IR beam for collinear propagation with the
XUV. Both beams are focused into the VMI chamber where
they interact with an effusive gas jet. The XUV pulse serves
to populate the neutral Rydberg excited states and the time-
delayed IR pulse of intensity ∼1012 W cm−2 probes their
evolution by one-photon ionization. Electrons produced in this
interaction are detected using a dual-MCP plate in chevron
configuration and a fast phosphor screen. Electrostatic lenses
image the electron momentum in the plane defined by the
laser polarization and propagation direction. By performing a
pBASEX reconstruction for each time delay we “slice” the 3D
momentum distribution [46]. For each time delay we record
two sets of data, one for the two-color, XUV+IR case and one
of the XUV only case. Angular integration of the VMI images
in each case yields the electron spectra shown in Fig. 2(b)
(line plots). Subtracting the two data sets allows us to isolate
IR-induced effects in the differential electron spectra as shown
in Fig. 2(b) (area plots). Performing this procedure for each IR
time delay step produces a transient electron spectrogram with
electron kinetic energy on the y axis and time delay on the x
axis (Fig. 3).

III. RESULTS

The experimentally observed transient electron spectro-
gram in Fig. 3 highlights the differential changes in the
electron spectrum by the action of a time-delayed probe pulse.
At negative time delays the IR field arrives before the XUV
APT. At these time delays we measure no IR-induced changes
in the photoelectron spectrum, indicated by the absence of
any features at negative time delays. When the two pulses are
overlapped, the XUV light populates the nlσg states and the IR
pulse is able to ionize them. Energetically, the nlσg Rydberg
states are ordered as pairs with (n − 1)d and ns configuration,
and one-photon IR ionization of these states produces an
electron with kinetic energies indicated by horizontal black
lines on the left of Fig. 3, labeled pairwise as 4d/5sσg,
5d/6sσg, and so on. After time zero, an IR pulse can ionize the
Rydberg states that have not autoionized, whether or not they
have dissociated. In other words, both the excited molecules
and the excited atoms formed by dissociation are being probed
with the IR field. Thus, the decay of the IR ionization signal in
Fig. 3 (and in Fig. 4) is due to the autoionization of Rydberg
states and is sensitive to the predissociation lifetime only
in that separating the nuclei “turns off” the autoionization.
The expected electron kinetic energies from atomic Rydberg
ionization are indicated by the horizontal black lines on the
right side of Fig. 3 and represent the ns 3S and nd 3D atomic
state pairs. The data indicate that dissociation occurs rapidly

FIG. 3. Transient electron spectrogram which represents the dif-
ference between XUV+IR and XUV only data. Positive values
represent an increase in electron yield at that energy due to the IR
ionization of Rydberg states, or due to IR sidebands of the direct
XUV photoelectrons. Negative features, like the one at 2.3 eV, result
when an IR pulse scatters the direct XUV photoelectrons. Horizontal
black lines on the left and right sides indicate the expected kinetic
energies of photoelectrons from molecular and atomic Rydberg
states, respectively. Atomic 4p fragments are not an expected product
of the nlσg dissociation but we observe an IR ionization signal from
these fragments at ∼0.3 eV.

and flat asymptotic behavior in electron energy spectrum is
observed on time scales less than 150 fs.

Negative features in the transient electron spectrogram
are produced when an IR pulse scatters the direct XUV
photoelectrons, thereby depleting the electron yield at that
kinetic energy. For example, the dip near ∼0.2 eV at zero
time delay results when continuum electrons emitted in the
direct XUV ionization from ground state to the B 2�−

g ionic
state by the 13th harmonic are dressed by the IR field. This
IR dressing leads to XUV photoelectrons gaining one unit
of IR photon energy, thus producing a complementary broad
positive sideband centered at ∼1.6 eV. The 13th harmonic
also ionizes from ground state to the b 4�−

g ionic state, pro-
ducing 2.3 eV electrons which are similarly dressed by the
IR field, leading to depletion at 2.3 eV and positive sideband
around 0.7 eV. IR dressing sidebands overlap with the one-
photon IR ionization signals from molecular Rydberg states,
complicating the data analysis near zero time delay. However,
the IR dressing contamination is not present for time delays
greater than 30 fs and electrons from molecular Rydberg states
4sσg, 4d/5sσg, and 5d/6sσg are clearly observed along with
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FIG. 4. The delay-dependent line outs for several important
features in Fig. 3 with averaging over a ∼100 meV energy win-
dow. (a) IR dressing induced depletion of direct photoelectrons
corresponding to b 4�−

g continuum, (b) IR ionization of 6s/5dσg

molecular Rydberg-state pair, (c) 5s/4d pair, and (d) the feature
corresponding to formation of a 4p excited atomic fragment. In all
plots, the solid blue (gray) curve represents the combined electron
yield contribution from molecular Rydberg states and excited atomic
fragments, the dashed green (light gray) curve represents the over-
lapping IR dressing contribution, and the solid black curve represents
the sum of all contributions.

their atomic counterparts 3d , 5s/4d , and 6s/5d , as shown in
Fig. 3.

When the IR sidebands are no longer obscuring the
Rydberg ionization, we see another electron signal at
0.3 eV, which is an unexpected feature. Energetically, in the
dissociation limit, we can identify it with IR ionization from
the 4p (3,5)PJ atomic states of oxygen. However, based on the
commonly accepted viewpoint described in Liebel et al. [34],
the 4p excited fragment does not result from the XUV excited
nlσg states, and there is no prior study identifying other states
in the energy range of our harmonics that could lead to these
4p excited atomic fragments. To our knowledge, no static
synchrotron studies of the autoionizing states of oxygen in
this energy regime have observed fragmentation pathways that
could give rise to this feature.

A pump-probe experiment similar to ours [17] observed the
4p excited atom formation. In that study, the origin of a 4p
feature was attributed to the dissociation of nlσg, v = 0 Ry-
dberg state based on their observed rise time of 427 ± 75 fs.
However, our results in Fig. 3 do not exhibit such slow rise
time. In fact, we distinctly observe the 4p feature reaching a

maximum value within 50 fs. For even shorter time delays,
the presence of an overlapping IR induced depletion feature
masks the Rydberg ionization signals. Thus, in order to quan-
tify the time scale for 4p excited atom formation, we need to
account for this depletion feature.

In Fig. 4(a) we have plotted the line out of the direct
ionization depletion corresponding to IR dressing of elec-
trons produced in the 13th harmonic ionization from ground
state to the b 4�−

g ionic state. This depletion signal is cen-
tered at 2.3 eV (Fig. 3), and because there are no Rydberg
ionization signals at that energy, we use it to obtain the
XUV-IR cross correlation width by fitting it with a Gaus-
sian. The FWHM thus obtained (49 ± 2 fs) helps us to es-
timate the rise time of the 4p signal, and accounts for the
contribution of IR dressing sidebands to various Rydberg
ionization features.

Figures 4(b)–4(d) show the time dependence of Rydberg
ionization for channels that result in the formation of 6s/5d ,
5s/4d , and 4p excited fragments. Both the 6s/5d and 5s/4d
dissociation channels show a decay related to the lifetime of
the metastable nlσg molecular Rydberg states. The 4p disso-
ciation channel, in contrast, reaches a maximum value within
the XUV-IR cross correlation width and does not decay. This
indicates that the 4p atomic fragment is not produced by
dissociation of the relatively long-lived nlσg Rydberg series
and must arise from a different pathway.

To develop this interpretation further, we used a first-order
rate equation model to fit the photoionization yield of the
nlσg channels based on the autoionization and predissociation
rates of the molecular states. In the model (fully described
in Appendix A), the total ionization yield is fitted by adding
contributions from (1) molecular Rydberg photoionization,
(2) excited neutral fragment photoionization, and (3) an
IR dressing sideband. The combined contribution from the
molecular Rydberg and excited atomic fragments is plotted
in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c) as solid blue (gray) lines. The dressing
sideband contribution to the total electron yield is plotted as
a green (light gray) dashed line. The sideband contribution is
a Gaussian whose width is determined by the XUV-IR cross
correlation obtained from the fit in Fig. 4(a). The fits for 5s/4d
and 6s/5d fragments allowed us to estimate the autoioniza-
tion lifetimes of corresponding molecular states as 115 ± 16
and 285 ± 169 fs, respectively, which are comparable to our
previous measurements [16].

In Fig. 4(d) we attempted the same fitting procedure for
the 0.3 eV 4p atomic fragment ionization signal. At this
energy, rather than a positive dressing sideband, we have
an overlapping negative depletion feature at zero time delay
associated with the scattering of direct electrons produced
in ionization to the B 2�−

g ionic state. Thus, the fit for the
4p photoelectron signal included a negative Gaussian, again
with width specified by the XUV-IR cross correlation obtained
in Fig. 4(a). If we assume that the 4p signal arises from a
metastable molecular state with significant autoionization and
predissociation rates, similar to the nlσg series, we obtain
a dissociation time scale smaller than the XUV-IR cross
correlation width, i.e., faster than the time resolution of the
experiment. This result strongly indicates that 4p fragments
are produced in a rapid dissociation process which completes
before significant autoionization can occur.
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FIG. 5. A comparison of electron spectra taken at 170 and 900 fs
time delay, with a 50 fs integration window. At 900 fs the signals
from the 5s, 6s, and 7sσg molecular Rydberg states between 0.5
and 1.25 eV are depleted through autoionization but the 4p signal
at 0.3 eV maintains intensity.

The above findings on the formation of a 4p excited
fragment are in contrast to the evolution of the nlσg molecular
Rydberg states [Figs. 4(b)–4(d)], as well as Ref. [17]. In
Ref. [17] the authors proposed the slow decay of the v = 0
level of the 4sσg molecular Rydberg state as a potential
mechanism for forming 4p atomic fragments on the time scale
of ∼427 fs. Our results show a strong evidence of fast rise time
(�45 fs) of the 4p signal, indicating a prompt dissociation
mechanism. To further solidify our results, we investigated
the IR ionization yield for the 4p excited atomic fragment
in time delay scans going as far as 1000 fs and compared
it with the other signals unambiguously arising from nlσg

series. A comparison of electron spectra at 170 and 900 fs
is shown in Fig. 5. Photoelectron peaks at 0.7, 1.0, and 1.2 eV,
corresponding to the 5s/4d , 6s/5d , and 7s/6d limits, exhibit
significant drops in intensity due to autoionization accompa-
nying the slow dissociation of molecular states, whereas the
4p signal intensity at 0.3 eV does not decrease with time. This
again confirms a very fast dissociation process in which there
are no molecules left to autoionize and decrease the Rydberg
photoionization at longer time delays. Thus our experimental
work strongly points to the fact that the long-lived metastable
states in the c 4�−

u nlσg series are not the origin of the 4p
excited atomic fragment. This fragment must result from a
different dissociation pathway unreported in the literature.

IV. DISCUSSION

To identify the mechanism of production of the O+(4S)4p
fragment that we observe, we performed calculations on the
O2

+ ionic states to approximately locate the molecular Ryd-
berg states associated with them, assuming that the Rydberg-
state potential energy curves are approximately parallel to
those of the corresponding ion parent states. Those calcu-
lations employed an aug-cc-pVTZ basis and a complete-
active-space self-consistent field (CASSCF) description of the
ground state with a complete active space (CAS) distributing
the electrons among the valence orbitals of O2 while keeping
the 1σg and 1σu core orbitals doubly occupied. Then the ion

FIG. 6. Potential curves for ionic states of O2
+ calculated with

ic-MRCI whose associated Rydberg states may play a role in O2

photodissociation, with colors denoting the symmetries of the states.
The 3d/4s and 4d/5s Rydberg states in Fig. 7 are associated with
the c 4�−

u ion state, while the 4p and 5p Rydberg states in that figure
are associated with the dissociative 4�g state. The dashed black line
represents equilibrium internuclear distance in the ground state.

states were computed using the internally contracted mul-
tireference configuration interaction (ic-MRCI) capability of
MOLPRO [47,48] suite of quantum chemistry programs.

A selection of those ionic states is plotted in Fig. 6. The
lowest ion curve shown is a 4�g state that correlates with
O and O+ dissociation products in their ground states. The
attachment of a 4p Rydberg electron to this steeply repulsive
state gives rise to 3�−

u and 3�u states (and others), which
would be approximately parallel to the ionic curve and lie
about 1.26 eV below it [the binding energy of the 4p electron
in the O+(4S)4p atomic state]. The 3�u and 3�u molecular
Rydberg states can explain the fast formation of 4p fragments,
and they can be reached in optically allowed transitions from
the O2

3�−
g ground state [49]. However, intensities for these

transitions might be expected to be relatively weak since they
require multielectron excitation. The XUV transition from
the 3�−

g ground state, with electronic configuration . . . π4
u π2

g ,
to the final state O2

+(4�g)4p involves promotion of two
πu electrons: one to the πg forming 4�g ion core described
by the electronic configuration . . . π2

u π3
g , and another to the

outer Rydberg orbital, e.g., 4pπu. In other words, the only
nonzero contributions to the transition matrix element come
from the small correlating terms in the 3�−

g wave function,
e.g., . . . π2

u π4
g .

To estimate the population of the O2
+(4�g)4p Ryd-

berg state relative to the populations of the O2
+(c 4�−

u )5s
and 4d Rydberg states, we have performed photoionization
calculations that are very similar to those reported in Ref. [18].
The photoionization calculations were performed using the
Schwinger variational method [50,51] in which the final-state
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FIG. 7. Photoionization cross section for excitation into the 3�−
u

continuum from seven channel Schwinger variational calculations
including the channels leading to 4�g and c 4�−

u states of O2
+. There

is some unresolved Rydberg autoionization structure within 0.5 eV
of the threshold for the production of the 4�g state which occurs at
24.08 eV. The geometry for this calculation is R = 2.30 bohrs which
is near the equilibrium of the ground state which occurs at Re = 2.28
bohrs.

fixed-energy photoelectron wave functions are represented
on a single-center expanded grid. The full N-electron ion-
ized state was then written as a close-coupling expansion
containing a sum of the products of (N − 1)-electron ion
state wave functions times one-electron photoelectron wave
functions. In contrast to the earlier study [18], here we have
not adjusted the ionization potentials of the various ion states,
but instead we have used the configuration interaction (CI)
energies for the ion states found in the Schwinger photoion-
ization calculation. Note that the ion state energies in the
photoionization calculations are thus slightly different from
the ion states energies computed using the ic-MRCI method
that are shown in Fig. 6 which contain significantly more
correlation. In the photoionization calculations, the ionization
potentials at R = 2.30 bohrs were 24.08 eV for the 4�g state
and 25.25 eV for the c 4�−

u state. The ion channels used in
the close coupling calculation were the X 2�g, a 4�u, A 2�u,
b 4�−

g , B 2�−
g , 4�g, and c 4�−

u . In Fig. 7 we present the cross

sections for ionization in the 3�−
u continuum. We can clearly

see a sequence of np 4�g Rydberg autoionization resonances
leading up to the threshold at 24.08 eV. Additionally we see
two of the (n)d/(n + 1)s autoionization features that lead up
to the c 4�−

u state at 25.25 eV. There are additional unresolved
features in the region of the 3d/4s resonance which come for
overlapping (4�g)np resonances.

The populations of the Rydberg states produced by these
resonances were then estimated by fitting the cross sec-
tion features to the Fano line shape given in Eq. (B9) of
Appendix B. In these fits, we assumed that each resonance
was independent and that the cross sections could be inco-
herently summed. In Table I we give the results of these
fits for R = 2.30 bohrs and R = 2.35 bohrs. We can see that
the initial population in the (4�g)4p state is comparable to
the populations of the (c 4�−

u )4d and (c 4�−
u )5s states. This

result is due to a combination of the larger values of � in
the (4�g)4p state with smaller σgE and much smaller fgb.
The two geometries presented in Table I correspond to a
bond length near the center of the Franck-Condon region,
R = 2.30 bohrs, and one at the classical outer turning point
in the ground vibrational state. We see that there are some
quantitative changes over this range of geometries, however
the basic conclusion is the same, i.e., there is a substantial
initial population in the (4�g)4p autoionizing state, which
is primarily produced by coupling to the continuum and not
due to a direct excitation of the resonant state. Additionally,
transitions to autoionizing resonances leading to the 4�g of
O2

+ state would not correspond to sharp XUV absorption
features, because their potential curves are steeply repulsive
in the Franck-Condon region leading to diffuse absorption.

Based on the discussion above, we can have another look
at the 4p data in Fig. 4. Using the autoionization linewidth
for 4p in Table I, we can fit the data using the procedure
described earlier that accounts for the depletion region due
to the IR dressing, except here we do not need to account for
two vibrational levels. Within the limitations of our modeling,
we obtain a dissociation lifetime of 52 ± 15 fs, which verifies
that a fast repulsive state is producing 4p atomic fragments.

To conclude, we find that XUV excitation by the 15th
harmonic generates a significant population of a previously
unexplored (4�)4p Rydberg state in molecular oxygen. This

TABLE I. Parameters for the Fano profile fits of the 4p 4�g, 5s c 4�−
u and 4d c 4�−

u autoionizing Rydberg states seen in Fig. 7 for R = 2.30
bohrs and R = 2.35 bohrs. σgE , q, and � were obtained from the fits of the computed cross section for the 3�−

u continuum using Eq. (B9). fgb

was computed using Eq. (B11). The initial populations were computed relative to the initial population in the 5s c 4�−
u Rydberg autoionizing

state using Eq. (B8).

σgE Relative
State (Mbarn) q � (eV) fgb Population

R = 2.30 bohrs
4p 4�g 3.363 −0.117 0.0408 2.69×10−5 0.913
4d c 4�−

u 8.467 0.282 0.0123 1.18×10−4 0.691
5s c 4�−

u 7.883 −0.586 0.0153 5.95×10−4 1.000

R = 2.35 bohrs
4p 4�g 3.392 −0.210 0.0420 8.95×10−5 1.065
4d c 4�−

u 8.633 0.462 0.0131 3.46×10−4 0.890
5s c 4�−

u 9.200 −0.411 0.0144 3.20×10−4 1.000
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excitation is unresolved in synchrotron experiments due to
its strongly repulsive nature and therefore broad and diffuse
absorption spectrum. The fragmentation from this channel
has also gone undetected in fluorescence studies because its
dissociation products cannot directly fluoresce to the ground
state. Furthermore, we show that despite the need for mul-
tielectron excitation, the cross section for the (4�g)4p state
is not negligible, in fact it is comparable to the well-studied
(c 4�−

u )nlσg series. We have demonstrated that ultrafast pho-
toelectron spectroscopy is a tool well suited to study such
states, and the application of this approach in other systems
can help to identify the role of strongly repulsive multielectron
excitations which usually present a flat background absorption
spectrum in energy domain studies. Using few-cycle pulses,
one could also probe the transition from the molecular regime
to the atomic fragments in a state selective manner. Extension
of our approach to multipulse, multicolor pump-probe photo-
electron spectroscopy can also shed light on the role of dark
states in the charge and energy redistribution mechanisms in
molecules.
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APPENDIX A: MODELING nlσg PREDISSOCIATION
AND AUTOIONIZATION

To briefly summarize: An XUV pulse populates the two
vibrational levels of the molecular nlσg Rydberg states v =
0, 1 at time zero with a 3:1 ratio [37]. Both vibrational
states autoionize with rate γA, however their predissociation
rates differ dramatically, with γD(v = 1) = 70 fs and γD(v =
0) = 1100 fs [16,45]. Essentially, v = 0 states predominantly
decay via autoionization, whereas significant dissociation oc-
curs within the autoionization lifetime for the v = 1 states.
Photoelectrons from molecular and Rydberg states have the
same kinetic energy within the resolution of our experiment,
so we simultaneously measure both populations. The time-
dependent population in a particular (nlσg, v) molecular Ryd-
berg state can be written as

PRy
mol(t ) = P0e−γAt e−γDt , (A1)

where γA and γD are the autoionization and dissociation rates
associated with the particular state. Atomic Rydberg popula-
tion is determined by the dissociation rate of the associated
molecular Rydberg state:

d

dt
PRy

ato (t ) = γDPRy
mol(t ). (A2)

Integration over time yields the atomic Rydberg population:

PRy
ato (t ) = P0

(
γD

γA + γD

)(
1 − e−(γA+γD )t

)
. (A3)

Finally, we can express the total Rydberg population as

PRy
tot (t ) = PRy

mol(t ) + PRy
ato (t ), (A4)

and the total ionization rate as

dn

dt
(t, τ ) ∝ PRy

tot (t )e− (t−τ )2

2σ2 , (A5)

where τ is the time delay of the IR pulse relative to the
XUV pulse and σ is the Gaussian width of the XUV-IR
cross correlation. By integrating Eq. (A5) over time, we get
the delay-dependent electron yield n(τ ) for each Rydberg
vibrational state as

n(τ ) ∝ γA

γT
GEM(τ ; γT , σ ) + γD

γT
GEM(τ ; 0, σ ), (A6)

where γT = γA + γD is the total decay rate, and GEM stands
for exponentially modified Gaussian, defined as

GEM(τ ; γ , σ ) =
∫ ∞

0
dte−γ t e−(t−τ )2/2σ 2

= σ

√
π

2
exp

(
−γ τ+γ 2σ 2

2

)

× erfc

(
− τ

σ
√

2
+σγ√

2

)
. (A7)

For each Rydberg state, we sum the contribution from
v = 1 and v = 0 vibrational levels, with v = 0 having 3
times greater weight. In addition, we add the contribution
of overlapping IR sideband or depletion as a Gaussian of
known width determined by the XUV-IR cross correlation.
The total electron yield expression thus obtained is used to
fit the results in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c). In each case, the black
curve is the sum of Gaussian sideband contribution (dashed
curve) and the Rydberg ionization [Eq. (A6)] contribution for
both vibrational levels [solid blue (gray) curve].

APPENDIX B: ESTIMATING THE POPULATION OF
RESONANT STATES FROM FANO LINE SHAPES

In Ref. [18] we gave a derivation of a time-dependent
version of the Fano analysis of the line shape of autoionizing
resonances excited by a pulse of finite duration. The analysis
in [18] presumes a discrete state |b〉 coupled to a continuum
|E〉 by electronic interactions, both of which are dipole cou-
pled to the ground state |g〉 by the applied XUV field. The case
of a Gaussian XUV pulse centered at the resonant frequency
ωXUV = ωb, with electric field

EXUV(t ) = FXUV e−(t/τXUV )2
/

√
πτ 2

XUV exp (iωbt ) + c.c. (B1)

was treated explicitly, but the final results have the same gen-
eral form for any pulse shape. The dipole coupling between
the ground and discrete states is denoted by Dgb, and the
coupling between the ground and continuum states by DgE .
The coupling between the discrete state and the continuum
is VEb.
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The two results of the previous time-dependent analysis
that are relevant here are (1) the population of the discrete
state (given in Eq. (C11) of Ref. [18])

Cb(t ) = i e−�t/2D∗
gb(1 − i/q)FXUVG(t ), (B2)

written in terms of the conventional Fano parameters,

q = Dgb

πDgEVEb
, (B3)

� = 2π |VEb|2. (B4)

and (2) the photoabsorption cross section that corresponds to
the limit of an infinitely short pulse

σ (ω) = σgE (ω)
(ω − ωb + q �/2)2

(ω − ωb)2 + (�/2)2
, (B5)

where

σgE (ω) = 4π2α h̄ω|DgE |2 (B6)

and where α is the fine structure constant.
In the case where the resonance is coupled to a single

continuum, the fit of Eq. (B5) to σ (ω) gives four parameters:
q, �, ωb, and σgE . Using the definitions of the Fano parameters
in Eq. (B4), the population given by Eq. (B2) can be be
expressed in the form

|Cb(t )|2 = e−�tπ2|DgEVEb|2(1 + q2)|FXUVG(t )|2

= e−�t π�

2
|DgE |2(1 + q2)|FXUVG(t )|2. (B7)

From this result we can make two key observations:
(1) The ratios of the populations of any two states, b and

b′, in this model of the exponentially decaying autoionizing
states in the photoionization cross section are

|Cb(t = 0)|2
|Cb′ (t = 0)|2 = σgE (ωb)

(
1 + q2

b

)
�b

σgE (ωb′ )
(
1 + q2

b′
)
�b′

ωb′

ωb
, (B8)

where σgE , ωb, qb, and �b can be obtained from the fits of each
resonance feature.

(2) When q = 0 the direct dipole coupling Dgb between
the ground and discrete states |g〉 and |b〉 vanishes. The popu-
lation is then proportional to |DgEVEb|2 and involves no other
coupling, so the discrete state |b〉 is populated purely by the
indirect mechanism of excitation of the continuum together
with the coupling between the continuum and discrete states
that determines the width.

In other words when q = 0 the “dark” discrete state bor-
rows intensity from the “bright” continuum, but when q2 	 1
the direct dipole coupling Dgb is the dominant mechanism for
exciting the resonance state.

For a system in which there are many channels, Fano [52]
argued in 1961 that the problem can be viewed equivalently
in terms of an effective channel that couples to the discrete
state via VbE and a noninteracting background. In that case the
cross section can be fit in a way that treats the noninteracting
background separately, for example as a linear function,

σ (ω) = σgE (ω)
(ω − ωb + q �/2)2

(ω − ωb)2 + (�/2)2

+A + B(ω − ωXUV), (B9)

thus extracting the four relevant parameters appearing in
Eq. (B7) from a six parameter fit of the resonance feature
in the photoionization cross section. Note that once the line
shape has been fit, it is possible to estimate the strength of the
direct excitation of the resonant state |Dgb|2 using Eqs. (B3)
and (B4) to give

|Dgb|2 = π

2
q2|DgE |2�. (B10)

The oscillator strength [53] for the direct excitation of the
resonant state can then be written as

fgb = 1

2π2α

[
π

2
q2σgE (ω)�

]
. (B11)
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